Women of the West Webinar
Vocabulary
If you aren’t sure about a word in the Autry Museum Women of the West webinar, find the definition below.
ABSENT FROM HISTORY
Excluded: not included, denied, kept out
101 Ranch Wild West Show: a rodeo act that
traveled around the country, performing for people
Stunt double: a person who takes an actor's place
when filming dangerous stunts and action scenes in
a movie or television show
Recognition: letting other people know of a
person’s work or efforts
WOMEN CREATORS
Tammy Garcia
Artisan: someone who makes art
Contemporary: current, today, modern day
Celebrated: well-known and popular
Art Deco: a style of art and architecture from the
1920s and 1930s that used geometric shapes like
circles, squares, and triangles, and zigzag shapes
Bauhaus: a style of art and architecture from 1919
to 1933 that emphasized how materials were used
Medium/Media: an art term meaning material used
to create art, multiple mediums are called media
Pollinating: moving pollen from one plant to
another, helping them to reproduce
Patsy Montana
Inducted: admitted into an organization
Carolyn Mazloomi
Aerospace engineering: industry that designs or
builds aircraft, missiles or spacecraft
Curator: someone who creates exhibitions at
museums

Carolyn Mazloomi (continued)
Advocate: publicly supports something they believe
in and works to make it happen
Guild: people with a similar job that form a group to
help each other and their job
Autobiography: the story of a person's life written by
that same person
United Nations: an organization of 193 countries
(nation-states) that work towards peace, security and
the health and well-being of all countries.
WOMEN DECISION MAKERS
Modesta Avila
Compensation: payment
Decades: more than one ten-year time period
Generations: in families, all your relatives past and
present
Felony: a crime
Obstructing: blocking or getting in the way of
Addie Orr
Homesteads: a piece of land given to a person by the
government
Investment: using a piece of land or house as a way
to make money
Homesteaders: people who live and grow crops on
land that was given to them by the government
Patsy Mink
Discrimination: unfair or unequal treatment of a
person or group based on a characteristic
Inequity/Inequities: unfairness/multiple types or
acts of unfairness
Dormitories: large rooms that sleep several people
at universities and colleges

